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Understand better what you're learning in Contracts class and prepare effectively for exams by
applying concepts as you learn them. This study guide includes 230 multiple-choice and
short-answer questions arranged topically for ease of use during the semester, plus an additional
set of 20 questions comprising a comprehensive ""practice exam."" For each multiple-choice
question, Professor Rowley provides a detailed answer that indicates which of four options is the
best answer and explains thoroughly why that option is better than the other three options. Each
short-answer question is designed to be answered in fifteen minutes or less. For these questions,
Professor Rowley provides a thoughtful, comprehensive, yet brief model answer.
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For what it's worth I got an A in contracts.My course was all about black letter law. You will need this
book, E&E Contracts, Crunchtime Contracts, access to CALI lessons, and access to Multi-State Bar
multiple choice questions.Throughout the week teach yourself the material and outline using the
E&E and the Crunchtime. On the weekend use the Cali Lessons and Multi-State Bar questions to
drill the rules into your head. Save this book, the Lexis Q&A, for last. All the other supplements are
good, but have occasional inaccuracies and occasional poor explanations. The Q&A is perfectly
accurate and well structured, but it is like a piece of chocolate cake that is too rich: you have to work
your way through slowly, with plenty of coffee breaks. Don't use this to teach yourself, use it to hone
your knowledge. Some of these questions are damn hard, harder than anything a prof. will give you
on a final, which makes it an excellent supplement weekly (after you've studied everything else) and
again at the end of the semester (when you are reviewing).

This is a must have supplement. It really helps to make sure you have your law right. I received a
very high grade in my contracts class. In preparing for class I read the assigned readings, then read
the corresponding section in Acing Contracts (West Law Study Aid) and read the corresponding
section in Gilbert's Outline (West Law Study Aid). I would then do the section in this book, I got the
kindle version which is great because I could delete all the highlights and went through the
questions again right before finals. It worked well!! I would get the questions and answers book for
each class and subscribe to the West Law Study Aid subscription (worth every penny!).

Only use this book if you know that your prof is going to have MC on the exam. This book will not be
nearly as helpful if the exam is going to be all/mainly essays. For essay practice, get the E&E.

Great book to help me understand completely helpful for my classes and for the test. Very pleased
with it. )

Practice questions are the only way to go for studying for exams. Q&A gives a great range of
practice and prep.

The questions in this book use the same convoluted names for characters in the scenarios that
completely mess up the flow of reading. I found this book to be a waste of money.
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